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families of students with disabilities. They
provide resources and assistance to parents

and teachers. About a year ago, a special
needs student at Riverview Middle School

showed up in the hallways of his classroom,
yelling for his teacher. “I love you!” the little

boy screeched. “I really like you, too,” his
teacher responded. The boy’s mother was

shocked at the dialogue and immediately filed
a complaint. “I was completely taken aback by
this,” she said. “I felt it was wrong. I felt it was

inappropriate. I didn’t know the protocol for
such a situation.” The school has since

amended its policy and the behavior has
ceased, but the incident was a teacher’s first
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designer what.import * as assert from 'assert';
import { DEFAULT_MAX_PLAYER_COUNT,

DEFAULT_MAX_ENEMY_COUNT,
DEFAULT_IS_PLAYER_LIST_INSTANT_TURN, }
from '../defaults'; describe('defaults', () => {
it('defaults.maxPlayerCount should be 0', ()
=> { assert(DEFAULT_MAX_PLAYER_COUNT

=== 0); }); it('defaults.maxEnemyCount
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should be 0', () => {
assert(DEFAULT_MAX_ENEMY_COUNT === 0);
}); it('defaults.isPlayerListInstantTurn should

be false', () => { assert(DEFAULT_IS_PLAYER_
LIST_INSTANT_TURN === false); }); });

describe('toInstantTurnSettings()', () => {
it('should be null when there is no global
defaults object', () => { let settings =

toInstantTurnSettings(); assert(settings ==
null); }); it('should be correctly set to default
values when there is no global defaults object

and defaults are manually set', () => { let
settings = toInstantTurnSettings({

maxPlayerCount: 2, maxEnemyCount: 2,
isPlayerListInstantTurn: false, });

assert(settings ==
DEFAULT_MAX_PLAYER_COUNT * 2);
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